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“Love what you are doing. The hard work pays off. Be your  
biggest cheerleader”

- Desiree Scott, Olympic Soccer Medalist

The Director of Soccer Operations with Pro Prep Academy, Desiree Scott is a home-
town soccer legend. In Episode 1 of the Heroes in Our Midst x Pro Prep Academy 
Podcast – More than an Athlete, Desiree joins us to discuss her incredible soccer 
career. Starting her career in her hometown of Winnipeg, Manitoba, Desiree shines 
a light on the tools she uses to be successful on the pitch and as a human. Her 
balance of staying true to her humanity and being an Olympic athlete is not only 
inspirational but sets an example for all athletes that embracing your humanity can 
unlock your athletic potential. Here are three takeaways from Desiree’s podcast that 
you can apply to your athletic journey!  

Stay True to your Values:

Success doesn’t have to be found on only one path. Throughout Desiree’s career 
she has always prioritized her values. Her value for her family and close relation-
ships are important to her, so she found a way to incorporate them into her track 
to success. Instead of following the status quo of playing NCAA she started her 
own journey by staying in her hometown to stay close to family. We can define our 
own pathway to success, and that might look different for everyone.

Finding the Little Fires:

In a year of lockdowns and cancelled seasons finding a way to stay motivated 
can be challenging. Desiree shared some insights into how she has been finding 
the little fires to stay competitive and motivated during these moments of feeling 
on pause. Instead of getting caught up in the “what if’s” and when the next big 
tournament will be, try to find smaller challenges in your control. Find the little fires 
that can challenge you whether that be your teammates, your siblings, or your own 
personal goals. 

Discovering Who You Are Outside of Sport:

The life of an athlete can be consumed by sport and in some moments, can feel 
like we have tunnel vision. Desiree discussed the importance of learning who you 
are outside of sport is just as important as your athlete identity. She mentioned 
“sport is a huge part of my life and will be forever, but it’s not going to be there 
forever. I have to learn, what things do I enjoy off the pitch? Who do I want to be?” 
By discovering the side of your identity outside of athletics, you can become your 
authentic self on the pitch.
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Practice Makes Perfect:

Take a moment and reflect on your personal values? Write them down. Are you 
upholding these values in and out of sport? 

Challenge yourself and your teammates to find 1-2 little fires that are in your  
control. Make it a competition and hold each other accountable. 

Discovering your identity out of sport can be a long process and something that 
might not come together overnight. Start by becoming aware of things that interest 
you outside of sport. What brings you joy away from the pitch? Do these interests 
align with your values above? 

RESOURCES:

In Ep. 3 of the Heroes in Our Midst Podcast, guest and Olympic volleyball athlete 
Justin Duff discusses staying connected to your values!

https://heroesinourmidst.ca/podcast/justin-duff/

